The Paige Electric 270004 cable-stripping tool features a spring-loaded cable support arm with a beveled leading edge that assists with insulation and outer jacket removal. The blade swivels to facilitate circular, spiral, and longitudinal cuts.

- Allows removal of outer jacket of round Decoder cables and 18 AWG-Multi Conductor cables without damaging the insulation of the inner conductors.
- Also allows removal of a section of the jacket of 18 AWG-Multi Conductor cable when the cable is connected to valves in multiple valve boxes. Cut and splice only the wires to be connected within the valve box.
- Easily removes jackets of large round power cables, like Tray Cables, without damaging the insulation of the inner conductors.
- Includes replacement cutting blade.
- Paige Electric part number 270004

**Technical Specifications**

- Cable diameter range: 0.18-1.00 inches (5-26 mm)
- Maximum incision depth: 0.188 inches (3.0 mm)

The Paige Electric 270041 cable-stripping tool is designed to remove the outer jacket of the following products without damaging the inner conductors:

- Cables for Rain Bird 2-Wire and Maxi systems
- Type UF-B
- Paige Electric part number 270041